SHAPER: a new CAD software dedicated to
physical simulations (new SALOME module)
Context:

Defining groups of shapes:

LGPL platform SALOME: https://www.salome-platform.org/
co-development EDF-CEA with OpenCascade company
oriented towards finite element computation (industrial physics)
modules: CAD, meshing, visualisation, supervision of computation
workflows, computation on cluster…
 shared acknowledgement: code, architecture and GUI ergonomics of
the previous CAD module GEOM were obsolete
 Shaper major challenges:
 drawing CAD models more efficiently
 maintain the skill and the knowledge
 mastering the complete simulation chain

 for meshing: control the mesh size (sub-meshes)
 for calculation: boundary conditions, loading, physical properties of the
material, calculation model, kinematical connections, etc.
 for post-processing and visualization






A parametric and variational CAD
modeler, with improved ergonomics:
 Variational:

interactive sketch with dimensions and constraints
draw what you see on the technical drawing
 Parametric:
each parameter of a shape can be edited
the final shape is automatically updated
 CAD assembly of 3D parts






circular repetition

update of the group

More than 100 groups
17 000 edges

 tens of groups often needed
 time consuming, repetitive, tedious work
 to be redone (often) when the CAD model is modified
 “move to the end” functionality

Partitioning for hexahedral meshing:
In order to automatize the hexahedral meshing in SMESH, we need to split
the CAD model in “blocks” that are homeomorphic to hexahedrons.
Depending on the geometry, making blocks may be very difficult and time
consuming. In SHAPER, we can use several features to do this work : split
the 2D geometry early in the sketch before the creation of volumes
(extrusion etc.) or in 3D with “partition” or "fill"

Python scripting:
Specific to simulation CAD models:






shapes are designed for conformal meshes
definition of groups of shapes available
multi-dimensional connected geometries
non manifold geometry
partitioning (“blocking” for hexahedral
mesh)

CAD models done from the GUI can be dumped in Python scripts and can
be used for doing a specific job
# Sketch of a step
# Sketch of the axis then extrusion :
model.do()
# 1st step :
Extrusion_2 = model.addExtrusion(Part_1_doc, [model.selection("FACE",
"Sketch_2/Face-SketchCircle_1_2f")], model.selection(), 300, 0)
# Axis of rotation :
Axis_4 = model.addAxis(Part_1_doc, model.selection("FACE",
"Extrusion_2_1/Generated_Face_1"))
model.do()
# Loop for repetition of the step : rotation then translation following
axis Z (this sequence cannot be done from the GUI of Shaper) :
stairFeature = Extrusion_1
for step in range(15):
Translation = model.addTranslation(Part_1_doc, [stairFeature.result()],
model.selection("EDGE", "PartSet/OZ"), "h")

Drawing our CAD models faster:

Recover = model.addRecover(Part_1_doc, Translation,
[stairFeature.result()])
Rotation = model.addRotation(Part_1_doc, [Translation.result()],
model.selection("EDGE", "Axis_1"), "angle")
model.do() # next transaction
stairFeature = Rotation # store the next step feature to

2 h vs. 2 days

### SHAPER component
h=model.addParameter(partSet, "h", str(10))
model.addParameter(partSet, "c", "h*2./3.")
Box_1 = model.addBox(Part_1_doc, "c", "c", "h")
Group_1 = model.addGroup(Part_1_doc, [model.selection("FACE",
"Box_1_1/Top")])
for i in range(1,6): # 5 cubes créés
h.setValue(i*10)
model.do()
### GEOM component
liste_shapes_GEOM=[]
liste_groupes_GEOM=[]
for i,f in enumerate(liste_xao):
(imported, Box, [], [Group], []) = geompy.ImportXAO(f)
liste_shapes_GEOM.append(Box)
liste_groupes_GEOM.append(Group)
### SMESH component
for i,S in enumerate(liste_shapes_GEOM):
Mesh = smesh.Mesh(S)
smesh.SetName(Mesh.GetMesh(), 'Mesh_'+str(i+1))
Regular_1D = Mesh.Segment()
MEFISTO_2D = Mesh.Triangle(algo=algo2D)
NETGEN_3D = Mesh.Tetrahedron()
Group_1=liste_groupes_GEOM[i]
Regular_1D_1 = Mesh.Segment(geom=Group_1)
Mesh.Quadrangle(algo=smeshBuilder.QUADRANGLE,geom=Gro
up_1)
isDone = Mesh.Compute()
Sub_mesh_1 = Mesh.GetSubMesh( Group_1, 'Sub-mesh_1' )
Mesh.ExportMED(path+"mesh_"+S.GetName()+".med")

translate/rotate it in the next iteration
model.end()

Future prospects:
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Vessel tank (EDF/DT Lyon)

Fluid junction tee pipe

Research:
 user assistance for making groups
 automatic blocking or hexahedral meshing
 simplification, idealization
Use cases:
 parametric studies (variation of the geometry)
 moving parts (e.g. closed/opened valve)

Available in SALOME 9.3
Hydro-electric plant (EDF/CIH)

Dam of GrandVal (EDF/CIH)
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Automatic
extraction of
occurrences
screws in a
partition of a
reactor
vessel

